Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

Bearing in mind the need to coschedule distributed applications in Clusters or NOWs when they are executed jointly with local workload, two coscheduling techniques have been presented in this project. One of them follows an explicit-control trend and the other belongs to the implicit-control category. Their performance was measured and compared with other coscheduling techniques of the literature. Experiments were performed by simulation and in a real PVM-LINUX Cluster, the system where they were implemented. As a consequence of implementing all the studied techniques in the same Cluster, when comparing them very interesting conclusions arise.

The proposed coscheduling methods behave well for various kinds of message passing distributed applications. But as one may expect, coscheduling effects were mainly located in their respective synchronization phases and in the message receiving and sending exchange procedures.

6.1.1 Explicit-control Coscheduling

First of all, an Explicit coscheduling mechanism was designed and implemented in a real Cluster. As in gang scheduling, it allows guarantees to be made for the performance of distributed applications. This was accomplished by assigning two respective execution intervals to distributed (and local) applications. In doing so,
the Cluster resources are entirely dedicated for regular an uninterrupted periods of time to distributed (local) tasks. This ensures the progress of distributed applications but of course, some performance penalties are introduced in the local tasks.

Two models were designed to achieve the speedup of message-passing intensive distributed applications (STATIC and BALANCED). They were based on synchronizing the parallel and local execution periods. Basically, performance improvements in communicating/synchronizing distributed applications exceeded the overhead introduced in the VM by the processes and mechanisms which implemented it. Furthermore, one model (BALANCED) adjusted these periods to the mean local workload. This also caused performance achievement of message-passing intensive applications.

For non-communicating distributed applications, that is, CPU bound distributed applications, no need to synchronize these periods was required. Synchronization only added unnecessary overhead to both distributed and local applications. In the DISTRIBUTED mode, the periods in each node were adjusted to its corresponding local workload.

With the proposed explicit-control scheme not only was it possible to increase performance of fine grained distributed applications but it was also possible to increase performance of the CPU-bound ones. The ability of such a mechanism to select the mode it will work in, is an advantage over the implicit-control ones. Also, by gathering information about the distributed applications it should be possible to set the most efficient coscheduling mode.

In explicit-control coscheduling, fault tolerance is a problem. Due to the centralized nature of this technique, the possibility of master crashes should be taken into account. If the environment were distributed, that is, if the master work were distributed between all the component nodes of the Cluster, then the controlling communication should increase, perhaps by an unacceptable amount. The synchronization would also be extremely complicated. Moreover, abnormal behavior of the explicit scheme must be considered; this will imply more extra communication and overhead.

However, explicit-control policies need not be discarded. In some situations where for example, the system is heavily loaded, Explicit coscheduling is very
useful. Furthermore, the saturation of nodes (even only one particular node) in the Cluster can produce negative effects on the distributed applications. It may accordingly be beneficial to apply the Explicit model at the cost of introducing some additional penalties in the local workload in these situations.

6.1.2 Implicit-control Coscheduling

The above mentioned explicit-control problems pointed to the development of new implicit-control techniques.

The first coscheduling technique studied based on implicit-control, also named “Implicit”, suspends a blocked receiving process until active waiting for messages is exceeded by the cost of doing a context switch. While the message waiting is performed, the CPU remains occupied doing empty loops; so local tasks (even distributed ones) cannot execute. Meanwhile, in time-sharing systems, opportunities for executing other tasks are wasted.

A variation of Implicit coscheduling, based on the spin-block technique was implemented and evaluated in a Linux Cluster. In general, an slighted gain was obtained when the system workload was low. The spinning gain in blocking receives did not justify the overhead introduced in both distributed and local applications. Also, the added penalties into local tasks degraded their performance excessively. The conclusion is that in time sharing systems, active waiting for an event to occur (in our case blocking receive) is not a good solution.

Special attention was paid to a new “Predictive” coscheduling technique. A model, some related performance metrics and a coscheduling algorithm for Predictive coscheduling in Cluster computing are also proposed in this thesis. This set of metrics provides a means for obtaining on time parallel performance. The coscheduling parameters can be set or tuned on time, while the distributed applications are executing.

When it was compared with other techniques, Predictive coscheduling gave the best performance values in almost all the situations and specially when the Cluster is lightly or medium loaded. This method reduced the synchronization phases and the communicating processes significantly. The Predictive model assigns more scheduling priority to processes with high communication frequency.
Starvation of local tasks (even distributed ones) is avoided by restricting the number of times a task can be delayed (overtaken) by another one.

The Predictive method was implemented in the system space inside the Linux kernel. In contrast, the previous commented coscheduling models were implemented in the user space, either by adding controlling processes (i.e. Explicit and HPDT) or by modifying the PVM communication libraries (Implicit). In doing so, it was first of all necessary to study the PVM-Linux communication mechanism and the Linux Scheduler. The location where the coscheduling mechanism must be incorporated depends basically on the features the resulting environment must provide. Implementation in the system space provides transparency to the final user and also the models do not depend on the DCE used (i.e. PVM or MPI). On the contrary, user level implementations do not require the reconfigurability of the underlying operating system.

A variation of predictive coscheduling, named Dynamic coscheduling was also presented. Unlike the Predictive model, Dynamic coscheduling is based only on receiving frequency. It was shown that this method did not identify the correspondent processes as well as in the Predictive model, and consequently the Dynamic mechanism worked worse.

The results obtained by executing various kernel benchmarks from the NAS suite (with different messaging characteristics) and three PARKBENCH Low-Level benchmarks (which measured performance in barriers and communication in one and two directions) demonstrated that Predictive model is applicable in a wide range of fine grained distributed applications.

The NAS kernel benchmarks allowed the different applications comprising it to be scaled, but some particular features, such as communication frequency or message length, cannot be tuned. Thus, it was necessary to develop various synthetic applications for doing this. Their use allowed the good behavior of the Predictive mechanism to be measured when the message length of a synthetic application was varied.

Also, performance slowdown on local workload produced by the coscheduling models was measured. Some local applications were developed for this purpose. The slowdown is obtained by comparing the overhead introduced in the local applications when the distributed applications are executed in the plain PVM-Linux
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environment and when they are executed in the different coscheduling models.

Similar penalties in local tasks were introduced by the Predictive and Dynamic models. Predictive introduced slightly more local overhead but not in the same proportion as the gains obtained for the distributed applications. Only a moderate overhead was introduced into local tasks. Moreover, it was shown in the experimentation that this overhead was proportional to the CPU requirements of the distributed applications. The communication hardly affected the performance of local applications. Thus, promoting distributed applications based on their communication frequency, as the Predictive model does, is an efficient coscheduling policy.

6.1.3 Additional Conclusions

Simulation vs. Implementation: it was not possible to find significant performance differences between the Predictive and the Dynamic model by simulation. In the contrary, in the real experimentation, the results obtained for these two coscheduling techniques demonstrated clearly the advantages of the Predictive over the Dynamic model. This means that simulation cannot totally model real environments. There are situations where the broad range of the different events and parameters that influence the behavior of the overall system cannot be efficiently simulated.

The motivation for making a simulator was to investigate the performance of the presented coscheduling policies separately, avoiding effects that do not influence the coscheduling schemes, such as, computing power, hardware resource features of each Cluster node (i.e. operating system latency), network latency, bandwidth and bottlenecks, and so on.

On the other hand, the experiments done in the real implementation cover the influence of the above commented effects. Also, there were many system processes and service daemons which influenced the measurements. Certainly, it would be possible to remove system processes or services to obtain more accurate measurements, but the interest was centered on commodity and non-dedicated Clusters. Usually, these kind of system deal with such kind of processes, so it was decided to keep them in the system.
CMC Metrics: to obtain traditional metrics, such as Speedup or Efficiency, two different executions must be performed: one in a serial (uniprocessor) and later in the parallel or distributed system (platform to evaluate these metrics). The Speedup ($S$) is defined as: $S = T_1/T_n$, where $T_1$ is the application execution time in the serial system and $T_n$, the execution time of the parallel version of the application in the parallel system. Efficiency ($E$) is defined as: $E = S/n$, where $n$ is the number of processors in the parallel system. Note that since the results are obtained in the serial system, there is no need to obtain them twice in the parallel one, but perhaps with different performance.

Unlike traditional metrics, CMC metrics can be obtained on time, so the distributed system parameters can be also tuned on time, while distributed applications are being executed.

By using CMC metrics (i.e. CoDe metrics), there is no need to wait for the end of the distributed tasks. The problem is that these metrics do not give absolute performance. On the other hand for example, it should be possible to determine the good behavior of one model by comparing performance with HPDT. It is only necessary to have a command or system call (like the ones presented in Appendix A) which provide the ability to change between models dynamically by setting or modifying some system coscheduling variables. However, to compare performance of different models will only be advantageous for large enough distributed applications.

Tracing Mechanisms: PGPVM2, an environment which produces trace files to be visualized with ParaGraph, was used in the analysis of the message pattern of the distributed applications. Many problems or disadvantages in its use were detected: large tracing files, too much overhead, inefficiency (or impossibility) of tracing large distributed applications, and so on. Even the XPVM [76] tracing environment produced poorer results. It is necessary to develop more efficient trace system facilities with also more efficient methodological techniques.
6.2 Future Work

The performance of a good coscheduling policy can decrease drastically if memory requirements are not kept in mind. Various researchers ([80, 14, 78, 79]) have proposed different techniques to minimize the impact of job memory requirements on the performance of various scheduling policies. However, to our knowledge, there is an absence of research into minimizing the impact of the memory constraints in an implicit-control coscheduling environment.

We are interested in proposing implicit-control coscheduling techniques with memory considerations. That is, to coschedule distributed applications by considering dynamic allocation of memory resources due to the execution of local/distributed jobs by using implicit information.

In a non-dedicated system, the dynamic behavior of local applications (which consequently also varies the resident memory allocated) or a distributed job mapping policy without memory considerations cannot guarantee that parallel jobs have enough resident memory as would be desirable during their execution. In these conditions, the local scheduler must coexist with the demand-paged virtual memory mechanism. The paging mechanism improves memory and CPU utilization by allowing processes to run with only a subset of their code, and data to be resident in main memory. However, the traditional benefits that paging provides in uniprocessors, in distributed (Cluster or NOW) environments may be decreased depending on various factors, such as the interaction between the CPU scheduling discipline, the synchronization patterns within the application programs and the page reference patterns of these applications [73].

A new coscheduling environment over a non-dedicated Cluster system which also supports prevention of local-task starvation capabilities has already been proposed in [81]. Such a scheme is based on reducing the number of page faults in a non-dedicated Cluster system, giving more execution priority to the distributed tasks with lower page faulting probability, letting them finish as soon as possible. Thus, on their completion, the released memory will be available for the remaining (local or distributed) applications. Consequently, major opportunities arise for advancing execution of the remaining tasks. It was proved by simulation that under this coscheduling environment, the impact of demand-paged virtual memory
is reduced.

Nowadays, the current technology makes it possible to acquire general purpose multiprocessor workstations at low cost. On the other hand, only Clusters made up by uniprocessor nodes where considered in the design of the CMC model and its associated Predictive algorithm. Despite the presence of multi-processor workstations, no consequences are produced in the CMC model, which is only applied in the uniprocessor nodes. However, the coscheduling mechanism can vary significantly if the model is provided with multi-processor capabilities. In its design, it would be necessary to answer questions such as: how efficient the assignment of more coscheduling priority to distributed processes residing in the same node should be; how must the workload between the processors be assigned and balanced to obtain distributed gains without damaging the local ones; and so one. The range of coscheduling possibilities increases when considering multi-processor capabilities. Their resolution will also occupy our attention in the future.
Appendix A

DTS and Linux Command

DTS Console Commands

Console> help

GENERAL commands:

quit, exit: quit Console
    help: get this help
    hosts: list readed hostfile
    ping: list active hosts
    settout: <sec> set timeout in receiving answers from hosts
    getloads: get loads from all active hosts
    getqtms: get PS and LS from all the active hosts
    stats: get all the DTS parameters
    mode: [static/balanced/distributed] set or print mode

CONTROL commands:

    setq: <PS> <LS> set PS and LS (µsecs)
    sethostq: <host> <PS> <LS> set PS and LS in one host (µsecs)
    settint: <sec> set LI (BALANCED and DISTRIBUTED)
    setqtum: <usec> set IP (µsecs)
    syncsend: send a synchronization message (STATIC and BALANCED)
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Linux Command and System Call

Linux Command

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<linux/unistd.h>

_syscall3(int, cosched, int, policy, double, p);

main(int argc, char ** argv) {
    if (argc != 3) {
        perror("usage: $ crida policy p\n");
        perror("goodby");
        exit(1);
    }

    cosched(atoi(argv[1]),atoi(argv[2]));

    printf("policy: %d, p %d \n",atoi(argv[1]),atoi(argv[2]));
}
```
System Call

The system call *cosched* is implemented in the following kernel files:

```c
#include<linux/unistd.h>

asmlinkage int sys_cosched(int policy, int p) {
    int error= 0;
    struct task_struct * p;
    struct task_struct * q;
    POLICY = policy; P = p;
    q = &init_task;
    for (p = q->next_task; p != q; p=p->next_task)
        if (p->priority != 20) {
            p->priority = 20;
            p->counter = 0;
        }
    return error;
}
```
Appendix B

Additional Results

Simulation

The next figures show the obtained simulation results when the number of Cluster nodes is increased ($NSTATIONS=8$ and $NSTATIONS=16$).

As in chapter 4, SCODE figures correspond to the SystemCoDe (System Coscheduling Degree) comparison between the LIN, IMP, EXP, HPDT, DYN and PRE models. The TIMES figures show the $Dret$ (Distributed return time), $Dwait$ (Distributed waiting time), $Lret$ (Local return time) and $Lwait$ (Local waiting time) for the same executions.

Also a comparison of the SystemCoDe when the $MCO$ is varied between $MRQL-2$ and $MRQL+2$ for the distributed and Predictive models is shown in the MCO figures.
Figure B.1: \textit{NSTATIONS=8, MRQL=2}. (left) SCODE (right) TIMES.
Figure B.2: \textit{NSTATIONS=8, MRQL=5}. (left) SCODE (right) TIMES.
Figure B.3: \textit{NSTATIONS}=16, \textit{MRQL}=2. (left) SCODE (right) TIMES.
Figure B.4: $\text{NSTATIONS}=16$, $\text{MRQL}=5$. (left) SCODE (right) TIMES.
Figure B.5: MCO. NSTATIONS=8. (left) MRQL=2 (right) MRQL=5.
Figure B.6: MCO, \textit{NSTATIONS}=16. (left) \textit{MRQL}=2 (right) \textit{MRQL}=5.
Implementation

NAS Benchmarks

This appendix shows additional experimentation performed with the NAS parallel benchmarks CG, FT, BT and SP.

The FT class A memory requirements overlapped the total available main memory, so the obtained results were discarded.

Figure B.7: CG, FT, BT and SP. Class T, 4 Nodes.
Figure B.8: CG, BT and SP. Class A, 4 Nodes.

Figure B.9: CG, BT and SP. Class A, 8 Nodes.
Executing Together Various NAS Benchmarks

Results obtained by executing simultaneously IS, CG, BT and SP.

Figure B.10: IS and CG. (left) IS (right) CG.

Figure B.11: IS and BT. (left) IS (right) BT.

Figure B.12: IS and SP. (left) IS (right) SP.
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